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Abstract: ERP systems integrate a major part of all business processes and organizations include
them in their IT service management. Besides these formal systems, there are additional systems
that are rather stand-alone and not included in the IT management tasks. These so-called ‘shadow
systems’ also support business processes but hinder a high enterprise integration. Shadow systems
appear during their explicit detection or during software maintenance projects such as enhancements
or release changes of enterprise systems. Organizations then have to decide if and to what extent
they integrate the identified shadow systems into their ERP systems. For this decision, organizations
have to compare the capabilities of each identified shadow system with their ERP systems. Based on
multiple-case studies, we provide a dependency approach to enable their comparison. We derive
categories for different stages of the dependency and base insights into integration possibilities on
these stages. Our results show that 64% of the shadow systems in our case studies are related to
ERP systems. This means that they share parts or all of their data and/or functionality with the
ERP system. Our research contributes to the field of integration as well as to the discussion about
shadow systems.

Keywords: shadow systems; shadow IT; ERP systems; enterprise systems; relation;
dependency; integration

1. Introduction

Two-thirds of IT managers indicated in surveys that so-called shadow systems support business
processes in their organizations [1,2]. Shadow systems are a result of the case that business workgroups
implement additional systems, which exist outside of an organizational IT service management [3] and
are often not integrated with other enterprise systems [4,5]. Shadow systems support daily activities
sometimes even in the same processes as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems [6–8]. Legacy
systems that were replaced by ERP systems and are still used by business workgroups also relate to this
phenomenon [9,10]. ERP systems support a major part of the organization, such as the departments
of finance, human resources, operations and logistics, sales, and marketing [11]. ERP systems
and other formal enterprise systems [12] thereby offer a comprehensive functionality to support
business processes. The goal of this IT support is a high enterprise integration [13]. However, there is
evidence that shadow systems lead to redundancy [7,14,15] and a lack of integration in the enterprise
architecture [4,5,16,17]. While one of the main goals of Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM)
is to support these integration and standardization requirements of an organization [18,19], existing
shadow systems preclude this goal [20]. Organizations can identify shadow systems explicitly [21].
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However, shadow systems can also appear during software maintenance projects, such as release
changes, enhancements of ERP systems [22]. Organizations then have to decide about their integration.
To be able to decide about integration, detecting redundancies and comparing the different systems
seems to be appropriate [23]. To proceed in this decision, the pursued objective of our research is to
explore the different forms of the relation between shadow systems and ERP systems.

Although some contributions about shadow systems mention the topic of integration [4,21], there
has been no detailed conjunction of the two research fields in literature yet. However, integration
becomes more and more important for organizations, especially in the context of shadow systems [24].
Furthermore, prior research describes integration as under-researched in general [25]. Literature
describes integration as an ongoing task that is not only relevant during the initial stages of a
system [26,27]. However, existing research mostly focuses on problems with shadow systems during
the implementation of an ERP system [28–30]. There are only few studies on shadow systems and
established ERP systems [30,31]. These identify challenges and opportunities of shadow systems [30],
explore the effect of shadow systems on organizational control [31], but do not analyze how a shadow
system relates to an ERP system in general. Furthermore, most ERP researchers focus on single
instances of shadow systems [9,29]. There are no studies with a broader empirical basis consisting
of a variety of shadow systems from different organizations and processes and their relation to the
ERP system. To close these gaps, the scope of our study is to give an insight into the existence of
shadow systems in conjunction with established ERP systems. Our applied method is a multiple-case
study throughout different industries and processes. Following the analysis of the shadow systems
that appeared in these cases, we provide a description of various stages of their dependency on ERP
systems. We can use these dependency stages to derive integration recommendations. The study
contributes to research on management of single shadow systems with regard to their integration into
existing ERP systems. This supports the goal of ERP systems of a high enterprise integration and
integration procedures in general.

This paper proceeds as follows: first, we describe the background of integrating shadow systems
into ERP systems. This consists of a literature review on commonalities and differences of ERP and
shadow systems, followed by details about the similarity of single IT systems in terms of integration.
Then we sum up this background to clarify the research problem and pose our research question.
Afterwards, we present the research method following a multiple-case study. Section 4 explains and
discusses our analysis results. The final part summarizes the findings of the paper, provides practical
and theoretical implications, and gives an outlook on future research.

2. The Challenge of Integrating Shadow Systems into ERP Systems

Exploring the relation between a shadow system and its corresponding ERP system, we review
prior research and provide an insight into the differences and commonalities of shadow systems and
ERP systems in general. Afterwards, we introduce dependency levels discussed in literature based on
the similarity of single IT systems in the context of integration. This background builds the basis for
the derivation of our research question.

2.1. Literature on ERP Systems and Shadow Systems

The purpose of ERP systems is a high enterprise integration [13]. They achieve this by integrating
discrete applications using one common database [32]. The integration includes all information
in a company and business fields such as finance, accounting, human resources, operations, and
logistics [11]. ERP systems are therefore highly centralized. Especially in the context of their
implementation, research has shown that shadow systems may occur [33] and has started to focus on
their connection to ERP systems (To identify existing peer-reviewed studies and illustrate the status
quo of the research field [33] we at first identified relevant keywords. Those were “shadow system(s)”,
“shadow IT”, “feral system(s)”, “grey IT”, “hidden IT”, “rogue IT”, “end user computing”, and “EUC”
as they are all used as terms to describe the phenomenon of shadow systems. We used these words
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in combination with the terms “ERP” and “ERP system(s)”. After the identification of the keywords,
we queried several scientific databases that provide access to peer-reviewed journals and conference
papers. We limited our search to the keywords, abstract, and the title of the publication and used the
following databases: Ebscohost Business Source Complete, ScienceDirect, IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital
Library, and AIS Electronic Library. After analyzing the resulting papers, removing duplicates, and
identifying relevant papers, 19 papers remained. Afterwards, we conducted a forward—as well as
a backward—search to be able to find additional relevant publications [34]). These studies illustrate
that both shadow systems and ERP systems support business processes. However, shadow systems
“are deployed autonomously within business departments and by IT users” [3]. Shadow systems
are decentralized solutions with a low enterprise integration such as a locally installed application,
a spreadsheet, database solution, cloud service, but also an end or peripheral device, a combined
solution [16,20] or a legacy system that is no longer part of the IT service management [9,20].

Further differences exist between ERP and shadow systems. IT departments professionally
manage and surveille ERP systems and their whole lifecycle [12]. They incorporate them into IT
controlling and EAM tasks. In contrast, organizational IT service management does not include
shadow systems [3]. Therefore, business departments develop, implement, and maintain shadow
systems less professionally. This can lead to false decisions and can disrupt business processes [29].

Supporting a variety of different functions, ERP systems are much more complex than single
applications [32]. Shadow systems are often solutions that business departments develop quickly to
fulfill an emergent business need [6,16]. At their implementation, they are often easy solutions. In
some cases, shadow systems can also be complex due to their initial design or become complex during
their life cycle [29].

Due to the complexity and the vast integration, the implementation of an ERP system comes with
certain challenges. Either the system or the organization have to change to match each other [35]. Often,
the organization puts the system first and then has to adapt its processes to the ERP processes [36]. This
is also due to the complexity of extending or changing such a system. In some cases, changes need only
slight effort, for example, configuration or screen masks. However, most require moderate to heavy
change effort, like workflow or ERP programming, code modifications, or interface development [32].
Shadow systems in contrast provide efficient tools for the daily work. Users know their business needs
very well and this knowledge shapes the shadow systems [3,6]. When implemented, they therefore fit
the existing processes. Additionally, shadow systems are very flexible and can be adapted to changing
requirements easily. Business departments can perform these changes quickly [3,30].

As a result, shadow systems and ERP systems have some attributes in common. For example,
they both support business activities in general [3,37] and sometimes even in the same processes [4,6,7].
However, several differences exist, which oppose the goal of ERP systems to achieve a high enterprise
integration [32]. Their use in the same processes favors their integration. Therefore, we need a basis to
enable integration recommendations for these two system types. To build that basis, we present prior
research about the comparison of single IT systems by determining their dependency in the following.

2.2. The Dependency of IT Systems in Context of Integration

As a prerequisite for deciding about an integration of two systems, organizations have to
understand the structure and capabilities of the systems they want to integrate. A common word to
describe the relation of two systems before their integration in research is “dependency” [23,38,39]. To
be able to determine the dependency of two systems, we have to compare their components.

For comparison, the concept of similarity of Lin (1998) is suitable as it consists of commonalities
and differences. Lin defines that the more commonalities two systems have, the more similar they are.
The more differences they have, the less similar they are. Two systems will be identical, if the similarity
between them reaches its maximum [40]. We therefore derive that similarity is not a concept that only
has two specifications, such as identical and different. Rather, it can take different states. Thus, the
determination of similarity is not a binary decision but a continuum of various stages.
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To determine the components of an IT system and to reach our goal of giving propositions about
the integration, we focus on integration models that refer to the structure of systems. They help
us to define how to integrate the applications. Researchers propose different perspectives on the
dimensions of these models. A search for the latest review in the field of integration resulted in a
literature review from 2012 [25]. In their study, Chowanetz et al. describe common levels of integration.
These are, especially in the field of the integration of applications, data integration, and functional
integration [25] (with reference to [41–46]). The goal of data integration is the unique existence of
data in an organization [47]. Thereby, different applications share the same data [23,47]. Functional
integration refers to the implementation of a functionality only once in an application combined with
the opportunity to be usable in other applications, too [23]. A consolidation of similar functions enables
this form of integration [46].

Following this concept, we use the data and functional level in our study to compare the systems
and to determine their dependency. If a system shares all of its data with the other system [47] and
has the same or similar functions [46], we will consider them as dependent. If the two systems share
their data via an interface, some form of data integration already exists [48]. If they share no data and
do not have similar or identical functions, we will consider them as independent and therefore not
integrated. Following our argumentation about the similarity above [40], we argue that systems can
also take various stages in between dependent and independent and therefore in between integrated
and not integrated. We label these situations grey zones.

To upshot, shadow systems and ERP systems often occur in the same business processes, but also
have certain differences. Additionally, we provided an insight into how we can compare IT systems in
terms of their integration. Both lines of argumentation lead to the problem statement of our study and
the related research question.

2.3. Problem Statement

As described above, the goal of the implementation of ERP systems is a high integration
throughout a majority of the business processes in an organization [32]. Shadow systems instead are
rather stand-alone and not or only loosely integrated with other enterprise systems. However, business
departments often use them in the same processes [4,6,30]. In these cases, shadow systems either
supplement or substitute the existing ERP system. They reveal that ERP implementations struggle
with the goal of a high integration [6,20,29]. Additionally, these shadow systems hinder the goal of
EAM to support integration requirements of an organization [18,19]. Therefore, organizations face
the challenge of managing them accordingly and deciding about whether or not to integrate them
into the ERP system. To be able to decide about the integration, organizations have to compare the
commonalities and differences of the structure of shadow systems and their related ERP systems. A
possible way to conduct this comparison is the determination of their dependency [23].

Scientific literature offers few studies on the topic of dependency of shadow systems and ERP
systems. In general, there is little research on shadow systems and ERP systems combined. In some
studies, the focus is only on one example in one case study [29,30]. Others mention several, but focus
on the implications for ERP implementation [9,28,33,49–51] or organizational control [31]. No studies
exist that explicitly explore a variety of different shadow system instances in various organizations
and processes in the context of later stages of the lifecycle of an ERP system. Another focus of existing
research is set on the reasons for the emergence of shadow systems. While some studies provide
assumptions on a high level [31,52–55], others go more into detail [7,16,22,30,33,49,50,56,57]. This
indicates that literature indeed is clear about a dependency between shadow systems and ERP systems.
However, these studies concentrate on the phenomenon of shadow systems. There is no elaborated
analysis of shadow systems and ERP systems, or how and to which extent they are dependent in
existing literature.

Only, if we examine the dependency between single shadow systems and matured ERP systems
in practice, we will be able to derive recommendations for their integration. To provide generalizable
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results, it is necessary to analyze various shadow systems from different organizations in different
industries. Regarding the described problem and the lack of research in this specific field, we formulate
the following research question:

What dependencies of shadow systems and ERP systems can we find in practice?

3. Research Method

To be able to answer the research question, we passively observed the phenomenon of shadow
systems in organizations [58]. This accounts for the scientific method of the case study [59]. This
method will be useful, if knowledge about the influencing factors is rather low [60]. Research has
not discovered the variables of integration as well as the general phenomenon of shadow systems
extensively yet, as presented in the prior section. Therefore, this method seems appropriate. Multiple
case studies are useful, as they can provide an in-depth description of a phenomenon as well as the
ability to generalize [61,62]. The use of various cases allows researchers to replicate the findings in
several different situations to ensure their validity [62]. Additionally, multiple-cases will be useful, if
the intent of a study is the exploration of a topic [60]. As the goal of this study is to explore the relation
between ERP systems and shadow systems, we considered not only one, but also several cases in the
research process. This accounts for the method of the multiple-case study [59] that additionally allows
broadening the empirical basis.

To achieve a theoretical replication [59,63], we chose three different organizations based in
Germany and Switzerland. The organizations in our cases act in various industries, which reach from
the service sector to the industry sector. Additionally, processes and business units varied. Table 1
shows an overview about these organizations, their processes and departments, as well as the interview
partners from business and IT.

Table 1. Details on the multiple-case study.

Case A Case B Case C

Industry Insurance Engineering Electronics
No. of Employees 1300 47,500 5500

Analyzed
Processes/Departments

Benefits Statements: Private
and Corporate Clients

Order Management of a
Manufacturing Unit
(Sales to Shipment)

Corporate Marketing

Interview Partners in
Business 2 5 3

IT 1 5 1

We conducted the case studies between June 2012 and June 2013, lasting three to four months
each. To be able to get an overview over the complete IT infrastructure in the units, we identified all
process-related IT solutions including shadow systems. This was done using different methods to
collect information [60,63]. Different methods for data collection ensure that researchers can collect a
variety of different data and can capture the complexity of the studied phenomenon [60]. Data sources
were internal documents (process models, manuals), technical artefacts (software inventory tools, help
desk reports), and interviews with staff from business and IT [59].

For the data collection and after reviewing the existing documents, we used interviews following
a pre-tested, semi-structured guideline [64]. This interview guideline helped us to structure the
interview, but also to ensure that we received all the relevant information. During the interview,
we at first clarified the goal as well as our procedure. Afterwards, we formulated semi-structured
questions about the purpose and detailed functionality of the systems, the underlying technology, the
data, and the data sources. The interviews lasted one to two hours each. Interview partners were
both from the business and the IT side. Participants from the IT department gave an insight into the
existing enterprise system in their organization and its functionality. Participants from the business
departments gave a detailed description of the existing shadow systems, their functionality, and the
relation to the formal enterprise system. We took notes to collect the information that the interviewees
presented [63].
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We analyzed each of the found shadow systems individually on the dependency on the ERP
system in the companies. Multiple investigators are able to enhance the insights and results in the
analysis of a case study [63]. Therefore, three researchers conducted the analysis. We used the
description of the existing ERP systems as well as our previous professional experiences with ERP
systems. We recorded reasons from our collected data for the dependency stages. These notes were
coded [65] which results in a verbal proposition that is appropriate to be able to make controlled
deductions [62]. The coding enabled us to order the data and derive cross-case dependency categories.
Based on prior research (discussed in Section 2), our focus was on the data level and the functionality
level. To measure the dependency, we used a qualitative approach [66]. Therefore and for each shadow
system, all researchers at first identified the used data and the provided functionalities separately.
Afterwards, each of the researchers had a closer look at the data and each functionality and analyzed
the corresponding ERP system regarding these two dimensions. Then, we commonly discussed, which
data and functionalities were part of the shadow system. In a next step, we mutually decided whether
there was corresponding data or a corresponding functionality in the ERP system. For the data level,
this means that all researchers agreed that the shadow system shares its data with the corresponding
ERP system. In this case, we consider the data as dependent. For the functionality level, it means
that all researchers agreed that the shadow system has a similar or identical functionality as the ERP
system. We then consider the functionality as dependent. After we commonly made a decision about
the dependency of all the data and all the functionalities of the shadow system, we derived the overall
dependency. If we could not classify the shadow system clearly as dependent or independent, we
classified it in the category grey zone. The next chapter discusses our findings.

4. Findings

Based on our analyses, this section describes general results of the chosen cases. Then, we give
detailed examples of shadow systems to illustrate the categories of dependency on the corresponding
ERP systems. Afterwards, we discuss these findings to illustrate how they reply to the posed
research question.

4.1. Dependency Stages of Shadow Systems and ERP Systems in the Case Studies

After conducting the interviews, we found 99 shadow systems. In organization A, we identified
six shadow systems, 52 in organization B, and 41 in organization C. After the analysis of the instances,
we derived three dependency categories: dependency, no dependency, and grey zone. In the category
grey zone, we sum up three types of dependencies that we cannot clearly identify as dependent or
independent. We describe and give examples for each of the categories in the following.

4.1.1. Dependency

We found 27 shadow systems that are dependent on the ERP system, following our argumentation
in the prior section. The systems are all in this category, because their functionality is one of the ERP
systems of the analyzed organization. Additionally, the ERP systems share the data that the shadow
system processes.

‚ System A: In Case B, in the team of order processing of special products, we found a Microsoft
Access application on an SQL (Structured Query Language) database to create offers for special
products. It is associated with another shadow system for technical calculations and a database
for orders. The creation of offers is a core functionality of the existing ERP system. Furthermore,
the saved data is core data of the ERP system. Because the shadow system shares all its data with
the ERP system and the ERP system can provide all the functionalities of the shadow system, we
classify these systems as dependent.

‚ System B: In Case B, in the teams of quality management and spare part processing, the employees
used an online portal for retrieving product information. The data are stored as pdf documents.
Additionally, the system provides an authorization scheme to distinguish between different roles
that have access to different documents. Product information, as well as authorization schemes,
are core parts of the formal ERP system. Therefore, this shadow system belongs to this category.
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‚ System C: In Case C, in the team of trade fairs and events, we found a small web based tool for
inventory control that only one warehouseman uses. Inventory control is a core functionality of
the ERP system as well as the storage of inventory data. Therefore, we classify the two systems
as dependent.

4.1.2. No Dependency

For 36 shadow systems, we did not find a dependency on the corresponding ERP system. This
means that they do not share data or have common functionalities. Therefore, the shadow systems are
part of this category.

‚ System D: Employees in Case C, in the team of corporate marketing, used a free content
management framework for setting up websites about the company in the business unit. As this
is not a functionality in an ERP system and the ERP system does not provide the data, we classify
them as independent.

‚ System E: The team of corporate marketing in Case C used a collection of tools for editing graphics
and videos. ERP systems provide neither the functionalities nor the data, which puts the shadow
system into this category.

‚ System F: In Case C, the team of trade fairs and events applied software for the development
of applications for a specific web application platform. The shadow system also accounts for
independent, as the ERP system provides neither the functionality nor the data.

4.1.3. Grey Zone

The 36 shadow systems in our cases exemplify three types within this category. The first type will
occur, if only the data of the shadow system is dependent. The second type will occur, if the shadow
system only has parts of its data and/or functionality in common with the ERP system. Shadow
systems within the third type provide a functionality and data that we cannot clearly categorize
as dependent.

In six cases, there is only a dependency of data, but not of the functionality. The shadow system
shares its data with the ERP system. However, the ERP system cannot provide the functionality of the
shadow system.

‚ System G: In Case B, the team of construction uses an external software to stamp drawings
from the ERP system. Therefore, the project from the ERP system is loaded into the software.
Afterwards, the team puts the stamp on the drawing. The software shares the data with the ERP
system, but the ERP system cannot provide the functionality. Therefore, data is dependent and
already loosely integrated. Functionality, however, is not.

‚ System H: In Case C, the team of corporate design loads data from the ERP system into the
database of an online shop. The team takes the data from the ERP system. The data is therefore
dependent and integrated via a manual interface, whereas the ERP system cannot provide the
functionality of the upload. The functionality therefore is independent, whereas the data is.

In 14 cases, the shadow system and the ERP system are only partially dependent. The shadow
system shares only parts of its data with the ERP system and additionally uses data from other sources.
Another possibility is that the ERP system can provide only some of the functionalities of the shadow
system but not all. It can also occur that the shadow system shares only some of its data and some of
its functionalities with the ERP system.

‚ System I: In Case A, the team of benefits for organizations uses benefit and case reports for
insurances. The provided summary of benefits in the ERP system is not sufficient. Therefore, each
employee uses a tool of end user computing. There, she accumulates data from the ERP system as
well as from other information sources, depending on the circumstances.
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‚ System J: In Case B, the team of order processing uses a web application. It uses data from the
ERP system but also external order data. It has several functionalities, such as the granting of
discounts, planning of dates and the display of milestones for the order. The ERP system can
provide all of these functionalities. Hence, all of the functionalities are dependent but only parts
of the data.

The third reason for this category occurs, when one or all of the functionalities and the associated
data of the shadow system are part of the ERP system. However, they are no core capability of the
ERP system. They are rather far from the original purpose of the system. We therefore call this state
of dependency unclear. However, the system can share further data or functionalities with the ERP
system. We found this subcategory in 16 cases.

‚ System K: The team of corporate marketing in Case C uses a self-developed system, based on ASP
(Active Server Pages) to archive documents in different languages. Although the ERP system can
provide archiving, it is not its core competency. It shares part of its data with the ERP system, but
also uses external sources. Due to the unclear functionality, we cannot make a clear proposition
about its dependency on the ERP system.

‚ System L: The team of order processing of special products in Case B uses a shadow system to
describe big projects in different languages. They use building text blocks to combine technical
sales and distribution aspects. They use another system for pricing, but with some additional
functionalities for customs and big orders. The pricing functionality and the data of distribution
are parts of the ERP system. However, the functionality for combining building blocks is not a
core competency of the ERP system and we can therefore not clearly define its dependency.

Figure 1 illustrates the resulting categories. We show the different dependencies of data and
functionality of shadow systems to the ERP system. Additionally, we provide the percentage of each
category that we found in our cases. The next section discusses the found dependency stages and
percentages with regard to integration recommendations.
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4.2. Discussion

Considering the findings, we are able to reply to the posed research question: What dependencies
of shadow systems and ERP systems can we find in practice? We have seen that identified dependencies
are complex. Therefore, we cannot easily classify shadow systems and ERP systems as dependent or
independent in every case. Besides the categories of dependency and no dependency, we found three
states of dependency in between these categories, summed up in the category grey zone.

Based on this categorization, we can provide an insight into general integration possibilities that
can be total, partial, or no integration [67]. Shadow systems in the category dependency share the
same data and have the same functionality as the corresponding ERP system. Hence, a transfer of
these systems into the ERP system would be possible. Independent shadow systems share neither their
data nor their functionality with the corresponding ERP system. Therefore, integration might not be
preferable due to a heavy change effort [32]. However, organizations should analyze the dependency
on other enterprise systems to uncover further integration possibilities. If organizations decide against
an integration and to leave the shadow systems in the business unit, a coordination of related IT tasks
between business and IT units will be appropriate to ensure a high quality and reduce risk [21].

For shadow systems that are part of the category grey zone the corresponding ERP system is
partly dependent or its dependency is unclear. The integration possibilities that we are able to state
for this category in general are more complex. In these cases, organizations have to decide about the
scope of integration. In our first type of the category grey zone, we found shadow systems that share
all their data with the ERP system, but the ERP system cannot provide the functionality. As we did
not find the opposite, this phenomenon points at deficiencies of the functionalities of the existing
ERP systems as already discussed in research [20]. In some cases, systems share their data via an
interface and therefore a loose integration already exists. However, users often handle these interfaces
manually, which puts data integrity and security at risk [55]. As prior research also sees data integrity
as a major problem in matured ERP systems [68], possible integration could be the provision of a
secured data interface to the shadow systems to ensure data integrity. Furthermore, organizations
could enhance the ERP system to integrate the functionality of the shadow systems [32]. In the second
type of the category, there are partial dependencies of data or the functionality of the shadow systems.
Organizations could decide to integrate the shadow systems partially. This integration could follow
the different integration levels and the related data and functionalities. The third type contains shadow
systems with an unclear dependency on the ERP system. This follows on an unclear affiliation of the
functionality or the data to the ERP system. Therefore, organizations have to define what an ERP
system should cover to be able to make a clear statement about integration possibilities. Alike to
the previously discussed category, organizations should analyze the dependency on other enterprise
systems and act accordingly.

In 28% of the shadow system instances, we found a dependency on the ERP system. This
means that 28% of the identified shadow systems substitute the existing ERP system, which is also
discovered by prior research [53,56,69]. The ERP system does not meet the needs of the business
users in these cases. An additional 20% are partly dependent and 16% have an unclear dependency.
These 36% of the shadow systems also point to deficient functionalities of the ERP system. The results
highlight the relevance of integrating shadow systems into ERP systems in general to fulfill the needs
of business users. By providing an integration approach, our study extends the research in the field of
integration in general [25], especially considering integration as an ongoing task and not only during
the implementation process of an ERP system [26,27]. Additionally, the research considers various
instances of shadow systems, which extends the field of ERP systems and shadow systems.

5. Conclusions

The relation between shadow systems and ERP systems has different occurrences. We can
describe these by determining various dependency stages. These stages can serve as a starting
point for deriving integration recommendations. Integration recommendations for shadow systems
follow the dependency of data and functionality on the ERP systems. For some dependency stages, we
recommend the transfer to the ERP system or their partial or full integration. For others, we recommend
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not to integrate but to analyze the dependency on other enterprise systems. The integration of former
stand-alone shadow systems into ERP systems enhances enterprise integration.

We found a partial or full dependency and therefore a possibility for an enhancement of enterprise
integration in 64% of the analyzed shadow systems in the case studies. These results point at
weaknesses of the ERP systems in practice. Practitioners can use the results to compare shadow
systems and ERP systems. Based on this, they can decide about the integration of identified shadow
systems to ensure that the ERP system meets its goal of a high enterprise integration. With regard to
theoretical implications, the study contributes to the topic of single system integration. Researchers
can use the provided approach to conclude from the dependency of two systems to their integration.
Furthermore, our findings extend the research field of shadow IT regarding its management with the
focus on integration. It especially extends studies on shadow systems and established ERP systems
that focus mostly on the implementation phase.

However, we have to acknowledge several limitations in our study that future research may
address. The study includes only three companies. A broader empirical basis could enlarge the
empirical insights. Additionally, our integration recommendations are mainly based on literature. An
empirical testing of these recommendations could increase their validity. Furthermore, our research
only focuses on the two integration levels of data and functionality. To ensure a valid integration
decision, further research may incorporate more criteria for deciding about the integration of shadow
systems into ERP systems and enterprise systems. Possible additional factors are cost, benefits, and
architectural strategies of the integration. This includes risk considerations putting a research focus on
shadow IT. These criteria may be empirically tested and evaluated accordingly. Additionally, system
boundaries provide another possible focus of future research. These are crucial for deciding about an
integration. Research has to develop methods to set these boundaries. Besides, research should be
expanded to enterprise systems. The results could enhance insights into the efficiency of enterprise
systems in general. Further studies may include organizations that do not possess a typical ERP
system, such as the banking sector or service providers in general. Thereby, research could target an
overall view on the integration of shadow systems into enterprise systems. Such a perspective could
also use our findings to include the scalability of their integration into future research. This would
additionally add to a broader empirical basis and a generalization of the results concerning integration
of single IT systems in general.
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